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Summary Information

Repository  History Colorado. Stephen H. Hart Research Center
Creator    Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Title       Abraham Lincoln
Date        1861, 1865
Extent      1.0 File folder(s) 2 items
Language    English
Collection [Item]  1

Abstract    This collection consists of two items signed by Abraham Lincoln. With one, Lincoln authorized the Secretary of State to Affix the seal of the United States to the treaty between the United States and the confederated tribes of the Arapahoe and Cheyenne. The Fort Wise Treaty, concluded on February 18, 1861, addressed the standing issue of Indian land title. The other item in the collection is a March 2, 1865 note written and signed by Lincoln addressing two men in his service.

Preferred Citation note
Cite as: Abraham Lincoln Collection, Mss.01355, History Colorado.
**Administrative Information**

**Publication Information**
History Colorado. Stephen H. Hart Research Center

**Conditions Governing Use note**
Restricted collection. Copies available for research.

**Provenance**
1861 document was a Society purchase, 1951. The provenance of the other document is unknown.

**Processing Information note**
Processed by Leigh Jeremias, September 2013
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**Controlled Access Headings**

**Corporate Name(s)**

- Confederated Tribes of Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians of the Upper Arkansas River.

**Genre(s)**

- Notes

**Personal Name(s)**

- Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865

**Subject(s)**
• Confederated Tribes of Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians of the Upper Arkansas River. Treaties, etc. United States, 1861 February 18
• Indians of North America--Government relations.
• Treaties
• Treaty of Fort Wise (1861)

Accession number

Accession number 14036 (1861 document).

Other number

scan number 30000622 (1865 document).